BeTimeful Front-End Developer

About BeTimeful

BeTimeful is a proud Lassonde startup that’s making social media less addictive so people can stay connected, not distracted. The browser extension and the mobile app gets used by thousands of people from all around the world (including York University students) so that they can live a happier and productive life. Hence, the codes you’d be writing, would be changing lives.

About the job

The ideal candidate will be responsible for designing, developing, testing, and debugging our browser extension using JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. This candidate will be able to translate user and business needs into functional frontend design for our browser extension.

In this internship, you will not only get to hone your programming skills, but also be involved in other parts of the business. This will teach what makes a startup successful so that you’d have a higher chance of success in startup if you were to start your own one day.

Responsibilities

- Designing, developing, and testing features for our browser extension
- Take out any bugs reported by the users
- Accurately translate user and business needs into functional frontend code

Qualifications

- 2+ years’ experience in frontend development
- Experience building object oriented web applications in JavaScript, HTML5, and CSS3

Contact Info

- Daniyal - CEO - Daniyal@betimeful.com